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Outline

• Remind ourselves …
– what state estimation is about
– why are we doing it & why it’s useful

• How estimation techniques differ …
– (mimicking atmospheric “re-analysis” not useful for climate)
– some lessons learnt from atmospheric efforts(?)

• Existing “syntheses”
– A status quo, mainly of OceanObs’09

• Quantitative support methods for observing system design
– What’s the purpose (targets are “understanding” & “climate”)
– Some approaches

• Outstanding challenges & conclusions



Climatologies (e.g. WOA) - limited use for climate research

temperature salinity

Using data
until 1999
(WOA05)

Using all
data
(WOA05)

Sample-mean “climatology date”

G. Forget (2010)



Ocean State Estimation / Synthesis

• Synthesize diverse/disparate types of observations, …

– … taking optimal advantage of sparse observations,
– … with best-known dynamics/physics,
– … into dynamically consistent, time-evolving estimate,
– … obeying known conservation laws,
– … to enable time-varying budget calculations,
– … and diagnostic of un-observable quantities (e.g., MOC)
– … with quantification of prior & posterior uncertainties

• ALTERNATIVELY:

reject the model as inadequate dynamical interpolator
(and detect where/how to improve it!)



Combining the knowledge reservoirs: “data assimilation”, “reanalysis”
The estimation (interpolation) vs. forecasting (extrapolation) problem

• Atmosphere
– Relatively abundant data sampling of the 3-dim. atmosphere
– Most DA applications target the problem of forecasting (NWP)
 find initial conditions which produce best possible forecast;
 dynamical consistency or property conservation *NOT* required on

climate time scales
• Ocean

– Very sparse data sampling of the 3-dim. ocean
– Understanding past & present state of the ocean is a major issue all

by itself, the forecasting dependent upon it
 use observations in an

optimal way to extract
max. information about
the ocean

dynamic consistency &
property conservation
*ESSENTIAL* over
climate time scales

“jumps” are unphysical 

(I. Fukumori)



Dynamical consistency: why does it matter:
Driving offline tracer simulations (e.g. CO2)



Dynamical consistency: why does it matter:
(Huge) imbalances in air-sea fluxes from atmospheric re-analysis products
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NCEP surface pressure 
shows that, on average, 
24% of its mass 
change is physically 
unaccounted for.
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Mean imbalance in NCEP/NCAR 
E-P-R over the period1992-2004

(I. Fukumori)



Lessons from atmospheric reanalysis: Bengtsson et al. (2004)
“Can climate trends be calculated from reanalysis data?”

• Large warming trend in ERA40 an artifact of large changes in
observational coverage at the end of the 1970s

• Large uncertainty in the calculation of trends from present reanalyses
• Careful evaluation of changes in the global observing system needed
• Present observing system was set up to support weather forecasting,

not directly suitable for climate monitoring
• Systematic errors in the assimilating models add complications
• Limited resources currently devoted to address these problems!!
Why should the ocean estimation problem be any different?

Bengtsson
et al. (2004)



Challenges - summarized in several OceanObs’09 white/plenary papers
Comparison of different multi-decadal “reanalyses” (CLIVAR/GSOP)

• Convergence of estimates with
increasing number of obs?

• If not, why not?

• Consequences for attempt to
understand circulation changes

• Reducing transport uncertainties
to “useful” numbers remains hard

  

(T. Rosati)

top 700 m heat content changes

top 700 m freshwater content changes

(Stammer, Koehl, et al.)



State of the Climate 2009 - released on 28 July 2010

Is the increase in
observations …

• improving our estimates?
• narrowing their spread?



Some conclusions from CLIVAR/GSOP and OceanObs’09
(e.g. Lee et al. 2009, Rienecker et al. 2009)

A list (incomplete) of varying…
• Varying length:

• 1958 - mid-2000s: 10               (begin of NCEP, ERA-40)
• 1979 - present: 2                     (major shift in atmos. obs. system)
• 1992 - present: 4                     (Altimetry begins)
• 2004 - present: 1                     (Argo & GRACE begins)

• Varying resolution:
• 1o

• telescopic
• eddy-permitting

• Varying estimation methods:
• Sequential: 13
• Variational: 4

• Varying models (from purely statistical to full GCMs)
• Varying surface forcings (NCEP, ECMWF, JRA, …)
• Coupled atmosphere (2?);  coupled sea-ice (1?)
• Difference in data used
• Different methods of ingesting the observations
• Different prior error estimates used



• Rationale:
evaluate impact of different observing types, as well as
their spatio-temporal distributions

• In particular, focus on
– role of pieces of the global observing system

(altimetry, satellite SST, Argo, scatterometry)
– impact on climate diagnostics, here MOC
– (other foci are on value of adding obs. - OSSE)

• An example approach: OSE
– data withholding experiments using the ECCO estimation system
– based on 1-yr experiments to limit sampling-related issues

• An aside:
– Extensive use and (more advanced) approaches in the context

of numerical weather prediction (NWP)

Observing system experiments (OSE’s, OSSE’s, SOSE’s):
Exploring state estimation systems to assess observation impact

OSE: Observing System Experiments
OSSE: Observing System Simulation Experiments
SOSE: Sensitivity Observing System Experiments



Observing system experiments (OSE) - ECCO-GODAE:
Exploring state estimation systems to assess observation impact

RMS variability differences in MOC from state estimates using different ingredients
(baseline B is an estimate that is fit to only hydrographic climatology, WOA01)

Notation: j | B,x,y,… :     j is newly added data to prior B, x, y, …

B: baseline
SSH: altimetry
TS: Argo
SST: satellite SST

Main results:

(1) Climatology only poor
constraint - compare to
pre-1990’s era!

(2) Large impact of
altimetry & Argo

(3) Complementary nature
of Argo, altimetry

(4) Modest impact of SST
(but: change of metric)

(Forget et al., in preparation)



Observing system experiments (OSE) - ECMWF:
Simultaneous use of Argo T & S observations (and role of XBT data)

Balmaseda et al., GRL, 2007

Impact of Argo on
average salinity in the
upper 300 m:

• TOP: using T, S
• BOTTOM: using T only

Regions where T-only
assimilation leads to
adverse salinity changes

 Consequence
for T-only observations,
especially in pre-Argo
era (XBT’s)



Comprehensive sensitivity calculations

Impact of one input on all outputs Sensitivity of one output to all inputs



What is/are the target(s) …

• Rationale:
More climate-appropriate observations are needed; tools are
available to design and optimize the observing system

• What’s the purpose?
– “monitoring”
– “early detection”
– “understanding”

• Which time scales?
– seasonal, inter-annual, decadal?

• Which target / metric?
– 26oN, 48oN, …?
– heat transport vs. volume transport?
– heat content?
– SST?
– regional sea level?



Response patterns

• Use prior uncertainty estimates, here based on
– Observational uncertainties
– Representation errors
– Variability

• Use actual anomalies, e.g. to reconstruct linear response patterns from
boundary condition perturbations (e.g. Czeschel et al. 2010)

• Use patterns which maximize growth of metric over a finite time;
optimal perturbation patterns / singular vectors (e.g. Zanna et al. 2010)

In the following:
An extension of the Marotzke et al (1999) and Koehl (2005) calculations

What to choose?



Time-varying MVT responses at
26oN to temp. at 222 m depth



Volume transport (MVT) sensitivities at 48oN vs. 26oN
0.5 years vs. 4 years back in time - meridional de-correlation

48oN

26oN

0.5 years 4 years

What’s the
“right” 
metric?

Which 
elements
are robust 
to changes 
in metric?



Response amplitude-weighted mean time
Dynamics-based global “teleconnection time scales” to 26oN

222 m

1975 m



Cumulative sensitivities per latitude vs. time

Meridional heat transport

Meridional volume transport



• The need for higher resolution; feasible so far
– regionally, or
– globally, using restricted

assimilation methods

• The need for coupled efforts, in particular
– coupled ocean/sea-ice
– coupled ocean/atmosphere
– Coupled o/si/a

• Inhomogeneity of past observational coverage
& treatment of “eddy noise” in data

• The need for error estimates (prior & posterior)

Challenges:

Mazloff et al. (2010)

Nguyen et al. (2010)



Conclusion & outlook (1)

• Rigorous synthesis using most of the diverse types of observations is
possible, scientifically useful, and necessary prerequisite for prediction
– We know how to do it
– Not clear if we understand current results
– We are not devoting the required resources

• Current “syntheses” diverge with increasing number of available
observations - not intuitive…

• Current “syntheses” vary in many ways (models, methods, data, …);
Not clear what causes differences between products

• Model (dynamical interpolator) improvement a crucial (and hard) part
of the system improvement, both for estimation & prediction!
– systematic misfits points to deficient physics and/or numerics

(refute the model)
– formal parameter estimation useful (part of the problem)



Conclusion & outlook (2)

• Many lessons available from atmospheric community, e.g.:
– Best fit to data ≠ best initial condition for forecast
– Re-analysis product from NWP ≠ climate state estimates

– Optimal ways to initialize ensembles for forecasting

• Understand the different requirements
– Understanding vs. prediction
– for NWP vs. climate

• Synthesis systems provide useful quantitative frameworks for
formal observing system design studies (e.g., OSE’s, OSSE’s, …)



Conclusion & outlook (3)

• Observing system design crucial;
needs to address basic questions of:
– purpose (target/metrics) & redundancies
– time scales; here: “climate”, i.e. at least (multi-)decadal
– global connectedness over sufficiently long times
– optimal allocation given limited resources

• Robustness of results needs to be assessed,
– given likely model error
– given “linearity assumptions” for certain methods

• Uncertainty quantification has so far been neglected!
– in observations & models
– prior & posterior
– sampling & representation errors


